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Abstract:
RFID solutions will improve the traceability of biological samples stored at low temperature (77K) in biobanks. To achieve this
goal, the reliability of RFID tags is essential. In this paper, we focus on the reliability aspect of RFID tags in harsh environment
and more specifically to assembly design optimization through numerical simulations and accelerated life tests. A packagedimensioned model and a wire-interconnect centered model have been used to assess stress distribution in the package and wire
bonds. We also develop a specific versatile test bench to apply thermal cycling while monitoring the functionality of the tags. We
investigate 3 different tag configurations and demonstrate that the main failure mode is related to wire breaks. The occurrence of
this failure depends mainly on the nature and thickness of the encapsulant resin which induce compressive and tensile stresses
during thermal cycling. FEM results are in good agreement with observed failures.

and physical characterization. Three different designs and
material configurations are tested to shed light on assembly
weaknesses and to give trends in order to specifically design
micropackages for cryogenics.
Numerical simulations through finite element modelling
(FEM) are a fast, efficient and low-cost method for evaluating
the stress distribution inside RFID components during a
thermal load. FEM simulations have been popularly used to
analyze reliability effects of various design parameters and to
validate best suited design scenarios for new products [4-7]. A
package-dimensioned model and a wired-interconnect-centered
model previously developed will be used in this paper to assess
stress distribution with a limited computation time and an
acceptable error range [8,9].
Complementary to FEM, accelerated life tests (ALT) are
performed to worsen emergence of failure modes which would
have appeared anyhow after a high number of cycles. These
tests are carried out by cycling electronic components with a
greater thermal difference than what they will face in
operation. Thus, failure analysis is of utmost importance to
attest that observed defects are representative of the real
behaviour and not only artefacts generated by the accelerated
life test.

1. Introduction
Improving safety, quality and value of health care is the
main concern of hospital staff. This goal can only be reached if
disease is well diagnosed and if appropriate treatment is
developed and safely delivered. Biorepositories, or biobanks,
have thus been created to support scientific investigations of
pathologists and medical researchers. Biorepositories are
centres where biological samples are collected, processed and
eventually stored at extremely low temperature until a sample
request is formulated by a scientist. To ensure continuity of
care records, radio frequency identification (RFID) solutions
are investigated to ensure traceability of these samples without
any loss of biological integrity [1-3]. Where barcode
processing turns out to be slow and error-prone, RFID
solutions are very fast and don’t need any line of sight for
treatment.
RFID components offer huge assets in traceability issues
given the amount of stored data and the ease to update them on
the fly. Since RFID tags can be packaged directly within the
cryotube or pocket frames of repositories, sample history is
stored and permanently enclosed with the sample without any
risk of mishandling or file loss. Thousands of biological
samples are commonly stored in cryogenic tanks that are filled
with liquid nitrogen to prevent any deterioration of tissues.
Inherently to the biorepository system, many samples can then
be stepped out of storage tanks to room temperature for few
seconds when one of them has been requested for medical
examination or analysis. Nonetheless, such tags were not
hitherto developed specifically for cryogenic environments
where temperature can reach -160°C. More, impact of
temperature variation on the tag integrity has not yet been
studied for medical implementations.
This paper focuses on the reliability aspect of smart tag
technologies in harsh environment, and more specifically to
assembly design optimization through numerical simulations

2. Experimental protocol
2.1. Apparatus
The few commercial types of equipment achieving thermal
shock tests are very limited in terms of accessible temperatures.
Some laboratories have nonetheless built automatic systems to
perform customized thermal shock tests between air and liquid
nitrogen, in a vertical movement [10]. Some of them have also
implemented a fan to disperse the cold gas that locally
surrounds the silicon die, thus enhancing thermal exchange
with ambient air [11]. Based on the specific needs of
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accelerated tests for components operating in extreme
conditions, we developed a dedicated bench for applying
thermo mechanical constraints coupled with RFID
implementation for monitoring the functionality of components
during experiments (Figure 1).

tags, an anti-collision algorithm has been developed to
discriminate signals from each tag in the vicinity of the
transponder.
2.2. Specimens description
Three RFID tags commonly used in passports or for smartcards applications have been tested. According to the
microelectronics standard, they are based on ISO/IEC 14443
communication protocol [12]. For confidentiality reasons, they
are simply referred to as configurations 1, 2 and 3.They only
differ by their geometry and materials employed, as detailed in
Figure 2 and Table 1. Mechanical and thermal properties of
involved materials are summarized in Table 2. Nonetheless, all
three configurations possess identical bonding loop profile with
the same gold wire and a neck height over the die (Hneck) of
130 µm. A similar process is indeed performed for those
configurations with steps using identical set of temperature,
ultrasounds and pressure parameters, same environment, etc.
Similarly, the same pressure is applied to the silicon die in each
configuration and result in a thickness of 90 µm for the dieattach adhesive layer.

a

b

Tags have been chosen as representative of current smart
tags technology in order to be tested in harsher conditions than
usual. Accelerated life tests are expected to enlighten potential
failure areas or defective parts for extreme conditions. Several
material classes are thus considered as candidates for the
ultimate configuration that will be used for continuity of care
records in biorepositories.

Figure 1: Accelerated life test apparatus (a) and schematic
principle (b).
The equipment is similar to a lab bench where a motorized
robot travels between three different positions thanks to a dual
axis system (along x and z axis). This equipment, called TREX (for "Thermal Reliability EXperiment") has been
designed to realize a high number of cycles with a transfer time
of 13 seconds between hot and cold baths. The latter is filled
with fluorinated heat transfer fluid, whereas the former is made
of a liquid nitrogen bath at -196°C in a Dewar. The third
station is a loading/unloading position. T-REX can perform
tests between liquid nitrogen and room temperature or between
liquid nitrogen and a warm bath, up to 250°C. A bottleneck has
been placed above the Dewar to contain dry nitrogen which
acts as a thermal buffer to limit heat exchange between the
liquid and ambient air. Finally, the transfer rod can be adapted
either with a bucket or with a sample holder at the end of the
cane. A thermal monitoring sensor has also been implemented
jointly with a RFID monitoring device (a contactless reader)
performing functionality tests on the fly, without stopping the
experiment. The integrated circuit identification (IC-ID) of the
tag is thus read to discriminate in real time which tag is still in
operation when reaching the reader position. Since the vicinity
of the tag has to be totally free of any metallic part, the rod end
and the bucket are made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
which allows the signal transmission without significant
disruption. In addition to that, considering the number of tested

a

b

Figure 2: X-ray image of the configuration 3 tag (a) and
simplified geometry used for modelling (b)
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Table 1: The different characteristics of tags. Hresin, Hdie and
Hsub values are indicated in μm.
Resin

Substrate

Hresin

Hdie

Hsub

Config. 1

Thermal

Polyimide

200

75

100

Config. 2
Config. 3

UV
Thermal

FR-4
FR-4

500
800

150
150

150
150

196 °C and a hot bath of fluorinated heat-transfer fluid at
120 °C. This last temperature was chosen as a compromise to
prevent any thermal degradation of polymer parts within
electronic packages, such as encapsulation resins or die attach
adhesives. While accelerating the initiation of failures, thermal
conditions above the glass transition of polymers would
undoubtedly result in failure modes that are not likely to occur
in operational conditions. To prevent those artefacts a
moderated temperature of 120 °C was thus chosen.
Considering the fact that biological samples temperature
doesn’t exceed -150 °C, the applied temperature difference is
thus about seven times greater than what the smart tags is
expected to undergo in operation which is thought to be a
sufficient design margin. According to time-temperature data, a
residence time in each bath has been set to 30 seconds. While
only a few components are usually required in ALT tests, we
opted for batches of 10 samples for each configuration to
reinforce the significance of the experiment.

Table 2: Material properties at 25 °C (if applicable, the
variation of CTE is indicated within the working temperature
range)
Materials
Copper
Gold
Silicon
UV resin
Th. resin
Die attach
Polyimide
FR-4

Young’s
modulus (GPa)
130
78
130
4
0.27
2.8
4.80
2.21

Poisson’s
ratio
0.34
0.42
0.28
0.35
0.3
0.37
0.3
0.3

CTE
(10-6/°C)
16.4-18.5
14.4
2.49-3.61
81
47-195
109-170
18
13-26

2.3. Experimental conditions
Accelerated life tests are usually performed to determine
and thus resolve design weaknesses in electronic components.
The harsher the environmental conditions will be, the quicker
the failures are expected to appear [13, 14]. ALT approach
involves a batch of a few components undergoing stresses
exceeding the level of in-service operations and enables
identification of extrinsic (voids, cracks, and delaminations) as
well as intrinsic (electronic disorder, lattice defects, and grain
boundaries) failure mechanisms.
Prior to any test definition, mission profile has to be
assessed to guarantee a sufficient accelerating factor for the
determination of the mean time to failure (MTTF) of abovementioned configurations. Exhaustive thermal monitoring of
RFID tags in the ultimate operational environment has been
measured with a T-type thermocouple positioned in contact
with the silicon die. Usually, in a biorepository, the tagged
vials are removed from the liquid nitrogen and placed in
gaseous nitrogen – about 10 cm above the liquid nitrogen level
– to be handled for reading operations. Figure 3 indicates the
difference of temperature slope and amplitude when the tag is
placed from liquid to gaseous nitrogen – operational conditions
for tag reading – and from liquid nitrogen to ambient
atmosphere. This profile shows that temperature doesn’t
exceed -150°C after 5 minutes in nitrogen vapours ensuring the
biologic sample integrity. Since reading time is nearly
instantaneous, a whole box of 81 cryotubes can thus be
inventoried in less than 5 minutes.
For accelerated life tests, the tags were thermally cycled
two hundred times between a cold tank of liquid nitrogen at -

Figure 3: Thermal profile of the tag undergoing a temperature
rise in operational conditions (red curve) for tags inventory
compared with a temperature rise in ambient conditions (blue
curve).
Experimental conditions are evaluated through finite
element modelling with ANSYS software to assess the stress
distribution and to exhibit failure modes to be considered
during experiments.
3. Finite element modelling
3.1. Modelling details
For numerical simulations, two approaches have been
followed due to geometry issues. Indeed, dimensions of the
package and of the wire bonding differ so much that the
meshing step has to be tailored to optimize computation time.
Failure mechanisms are usually localized in the silicon die and
in wires because of either material or geometry dependency. A
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finer mesh is therefore applied in the wire bond interconnect
where interfaces, geometrical singularities and curvature areas
usually exhibit higher stress field.
This issue is addressed by performing separate FEA models
for each tag configuration (see Figure 4). A global approach is
focused on material combination without considering wire
bonding connections and is aimed to enlighten silicon die
weaknesses due to the package design. The second approach
uses a 3D-slice model for wire bonds to achieve a better
resolution. Assembly symmetry planes are taken into account
to reduce the number of elements to a half or a quarter. To
avoid rigid body motion, the first node located at zero
coordinate is a fixed point (U X = UY = UZ = 0). In addition, a
linear elasticity condition is applied to all materials (see Table
2), except gold which is considered as a bi-linear elastoplastic
material [15].
The smaller local model stands for a device slice along the
wire bond axis and uses periodic boundary conditions to
represent the effects of wire array. Further reduction of the
model size is achieved by considering mirror plane symmetries
in the wire; so that the slice width is eventually 100 µm with a
26800 hexahedral elements mesh. The plane located at 100 µm
along the y-axis is attributed a UY-coupling condition since this
plane is neither a free surface nor a symmetry plane. The
general plane strain condition is adopted to ensure free
movement of this plane along y-axis without any out-of-plane
warpage. Other surfaces are assumed as free surfaces. The
mesh in the interconnect is depicted in Figure 5.
In this finite element model, the reference has been set up at
the room temperature, i.e. 25 °C, where stress and deformation
are considered as zero in the package. While this
approximation is correct for the configuration 2 where a UV
encapsulation resin has been used and cured at room
temperature, this in not suited any more for thermal resins
which are processed at 60 °C. Indeed, the process thus induces
a residual stress within the package during the cooling down
step. Nonetheless, this residual stress cannot be directly
assessed experimentally during the reticulation process due to
the absence of deformation of the package. Additionally, the
residual stress initially within the silicon die is not known
neither. The following results should thus be taken with care,
and only considered as strain development relatively to the
room temperature state. This being said, two constant thermal
loads are applied to the package assembly. Its reference
temperature is set at 20°C. The first load corresponds to the
assembly cooling in liquid nitrogen between 20°C and -196°C
(∆T = -216°C) within 1s, while the second corresponds to the
assembly heating in the heat transfer fluid between 20°C and
120°C (∆T = 100°C) within 1s also, with an intermediate
standby step at room temperature during 13s corresponding to
the transfer time between both baths.

Figure 4: Package model of configuration 1

Figure 5: FE model of the wire bond interconnection.
3.2. Simulation results
As presented above, the package model enables
investigation of stress distribution in the silicon die. Von-Mises
stress maxima of each configuration under two thermal loads
are listed in Table 3. Whatever the studied thermal load value,
either 100°C or -216°C, the maximum Von-Mises stress in the
silicon die is reached for configuration 2. These values are
nonetheless far below the silicon ultimate strength which is
about 7 GPa. Configuration 2 uses UV resin whereas
configurations 1 and 3 use thermal resin, which is much softer
(the Young’s modulus is smaller). So the first parameter which
can affect stress distribution in the silicon die is the property of
encapsulation resin. Another possible parameter is the
encapsulation resin volume above the die. Indeed, the higher
the resin is, the greater the resulting deformation will be. This
hypothesis appears to be irrelevant when the maxima of stress
distribution are compared. In fact, even though resin height is
significantly different in configuration 1 and 3, the maximum
stress values are close in both cases.
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Table 3: Maximum Von-Mises Stress in the silicon die under
different thermal loads for all configurations
Tag sample
maxV-M (MPa)
∆T = - 216°C
∆T = 100°C
325
111
Configuration 1
547
249
Configuration 2
312
158
Configuration 3

a

Results concerning the 3D-slice model are investigated and
summarized in Table 4. Configuration 3 exhibits the highest
strain evolution during both thermal loads. The maximum
stress value is estimated at 285 MPa for a temperature of
120°C according to the finite element analysis. The Von-Mises
strain distribution in this configuration under a ∆T = 100°C
load is also shown in Figure 6. The highest strain value in the
gold wire is localized at the neck of the ball bonding and at the
interface with the die at the wedge side. It is in total agreement
with our previous investigations and with literature which
exhibit wire breaks close to these positions.
Table 4: Maximum Von-Mises Strain in wire bonding under
different thermal loads for all configurations
Tag sample
maxV-M (%)
∆T = - 216°C
∆T = 100°C
3.9
7.8
Configuration 1
4.9
2.4
Configuration 2
5.7
9.9
Configuration 3

b

Numerical results outline the key factors influencing the
resistance of the wired interconnects to thermal cycling for
emerging cryogenic applications. For instance, configuration 1
exhibits a lower strain rate in the gold wire than in
configuration 3, which indicates a decrease of thermal stress in
the wire bonding when thermal resin height is reduced. Thus, a
shrink of the resin height by a factor of 4 cuts the strain by 7080%. On the other hand, using UV resin instead of thermal
resin for encapsulation highly impact the strain rate. The strain
is all the more significant as a positive thermal load is applied.
Indeed, using 35% less of resin material than in configuration
3, the strain rate drops off by 75% in configuration 2 where UV
resin encapsulation is used. Strain amplitude between -196°C
and +120°C provides high credit to the use of UV resin for
cryogenic electronic applications since it is less affected by
thermal expansion. The stress field in the wire bonding
interconnect is thus affected as much by the resin cross-linking
initiation method than by its height in the assembly.

c

Figure 6: Global Von-Mises strain distribution in the wire
bonding of the configuration 3 (∆T= 100°C) (a) with
details located at the ball-bond side (b) and at the wedge side
(c).

failure is detected on configuration 1 while configuration 2
exhibits no defective behaviour at all after 200 cycles.
A failure analysis is then performed on the defective tags
through non-destructive testing - such as scanning acoustic
microscope (SAM) or X-ray radiography - before operating a
chemical opening of the modules to make optical microscope
and SEM observations. As regards to non-destructive analysis,

4. Experimental results and discussion
During ALT tests, ten samples of each configuration have
been cycled between liquid nitrogen and a heat transfer fluid
heated at 120°C. The first failure to be observed during the test
appeared after 50 cycles is on configuration 3. Two additional
failures were observed after 200 cycles. In the same time, one
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previous FEM analysis proves to be an asset in locating likely
root causes of failure. FEM indeed shed light on assembly
weaknesses whose characterization can thus be optimized for
non-destructive approach prior any aperture investigation.
Acoustic microscopy and X-rays demonstrate good synergy for
investigation of microelectronic package main failure modes.
X-ray resolution enables detection of wire breaks and lifts,
while the scanning acoustic microscope detects defects in
silicon (such as die cracks) and delamination issues. Several
failure modes have been highlighted by these analyses mainly
on connection wires and on silicon die.
Acoustic microscopy analysis has been performed on
configuration 1 and revealed the presence of a hypoechoic
vertical line on the silicon die (see Figure 7). This
characteristic signal originates from a difference in acoustic
impedance between two layers. In this case, the darkness of the
signal means that the signal transmission is more important
than its reflection at the interface, i.e. the wave encounters a
material with lower acoustic impedance at the interface. This
gives credence to the presence of a crack across the die from
side to side. Indeed, the acoustic impedance of silicon (ZSi =
20.04×106 kg·m-2·s-1) is larger than that of air (Zair = 0), water
(Zwater = 1.48×106 kg·m-2·s-1) or even an epoxy resin (Zepoxy =
3.12×106 kg·m-2·s-1). Optical microscopy observations were
performed after a chemical attack with nitric acid to remove the
encapsulation resin. A polarization difference is observed
indicating a change in slope at the interface of the crack. Since
this defect was not predicted by FEM analysis, the presence of
an initial surface crack originating from the sawing operation
can be assumed, located approximately at 380 μm from the
right edge of the chip. Crack propagation along a crystalline
plane has then been initiated by the stress field inherent to
thermal shocks and CTE mismatch between the die and the
resin.

ray radiography proved to be a particularly valuable asset for
non-destructive analysis because of its high resolution and its
ability to tilt the sample. Indeed, in most cases, a vertical
observation of the sample does not discriminate the wire break
and FEM analysis is a supportive tool to draw the attention to
such defect mode. The first tag has failed before the fiftieth
cycle and another one before the two-hundredth cycles. In both
cases, X-ray imaging has highlighted a fracture at the neck of
the ball bonding; commonly known as "neck break" (see Figure
8). Indeed, this transition zone is particularly vulnerable
because of the high concentration of thermo-mechanical stress
– as shown in previous part – due to the thermosonic wiring
process [16]. Creep is caused by the expansion and
compression of the encapsulation resin. Other potential root
causes of these failures such as corrosion, causing a diameter
narrowing, or a bad setting of the wirebonder inducing strain
has been previously reported [17,18].

Figure 8: X-ray image of a broken gold bond wire after 50
cycles.
The last defective label of configuration 3 is also
characterized by X-rays radiography and exhibits an unusually
high number of failures with three breaks localized on wires:
one at the neck of the wedge and the other two in mid-thread.
Note that the wire being connected to the inner antenna pad
concentrates two breaks against a single one for the outer pad,
tending to confirm the presence of higher stress in the centre of
the assembly (see Figure 9). The failure located at the wedge
bond is the counterpart of that observed previously at the ball
bond because it shares the same causes.
Considering the limited number of degrees of freedom in
the resin, the wire is undergoing a creeping phenomenon,
which explains not only the displacement of the wire, but also
the twist and bending at the ball bonding (see Figure 9-b). This
phenomenon of creep is caused by the contraction and
expansion of the resin during cycling but is also favoured by
the high temperature of the hot bath which increases the
ductility of the wire and thus its deformation. This extension
induces an area of localized necking which leads to a break if
the stress is increased. FEM analysis showed that the gold wire
reached the elastoplastic regime during thermal incursion of the
ALT test, thus explaining the deformation. A SEM observation
exhibits the necking area of the wire under tensile load (see
Figure 10). With an initial section area of 845 μm² and a final

Figure 7: Scanning acoustic microscope image showing a
hypoechoic signal attesting the presence of a die crack in
configuration 1.
Regarding configuration 3, the three failures involve wire
connections between die pads and antenna pads. However, the
position of these breaks varies from one module to another. X-
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c

Figure 9: X-ray images of a configuration 3 sample where three wire breaks were detected with a 40µm gap: global view (a),
magnified view of the outer connection (b) and the inner connection (c) to antenna.
5. Conclusions
The development of a specific versatile bench for designing
thermal reliability experiments in RF environment – the TREX – enabled the characterization of RFID tags for cryogenic
applications. These tags aim to be used in biorepositories and
undergo several transfers between a liquid nitrogen tank and
room temperature. Thermal cycling through ALT was
performed by T-REX between liquid nitrogen and a fluorinated
heat transfer fluid heated at 120°C. Experiments enlighten two
main failure modes that have developed in less than 200 cycles.
The main failure mode is assigned to wire breaks because of
CTE mismatch between the encapsulation resin and the gold
wires that entails wire necking. Another failure mode was a
fracture observed in the silicon die which was not identified
during finite element modelling. FEM analysis was performed
on exact geometries of tags already available on market. FEM
results showed good agreement with observed failures. In
particular, simulations pointed out the configuration 3 as the
weakest one which was confirmed by the highest number of
wire failures. Encapsulation resin type and height have been
highlighted as key parameters in the package design to achieve
a sufficient reliability under the applied thermal load.
Numerical and experimental analyses thus both recommended
for the use of UV resin and for a lower amount of resin above
the die to limit creep in gold wires. This advice will be
integrated in the final product design jointly with technological
and geometrical constraints to improve the thermal reliability
in cycling and the data retention in harsh environment.

Figure 10: SEM image of the gold wire at the point break
exhibiting a characteristic necking.
section of 51 μm², we can derive a necking of 94% when
fracture happens, which shows a high ductility of the material,
consistent with the literature [19]. More, the maximum force
applied before the break has been derived to a value of 186
mN. This force therefore reflects the outcome of the tension
exerted by the resin on the wire during thermal stress due to
CTE mismatch.
The main failure mode is thus identified as the wire break
as a consequence of a succession of compressive and tensile
stress exerted by the resin. Given that wire breaks only
occurred when thermal resin was used in the assembly, its use
in cryogenic application can be seriously challenged and UV
resin preferred instead.
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